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Improved knowledge of the sorghum transcriptome will enhance basic understanding of how plants respond to stresses and
serve as a source of genes of value to agriculture. Toward this goal, Sorghum bicolor L. Moench cDNA libraries were prepared
from light- and dark-grown seedlings, drought-stressed plants, Colletotrichum-infected seedlings and plants, ovaries,
embryos, and immature panicles. Other libraries were prepared with meristems from Sorghum propinquum (Kunth) Hitchc.
that had been photoperiodically induced to flower, and with rhizomes from S. propinquum and johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense
L. Pers.). A total of 117,682 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) were obtained representing both 3# and 5# sequences from about
half that number of cDNA clones. A total of 16,801 unique transcripts, representing tentative UniScripts (TUs), were identified
from 55,783 3# ESTs. Of these TUs, 9,032 are represented by two or more ESTs. Collectively, these libraries were predicted to
contain a total of approximately 31,000 TUs. Individual libraries, however, were predicted to contain no more than about 6,000
to 9,000, with the exception of light-grown seedlings, which yielded an estimate of close to 13,000. In addition, each library
exhibits about the same level of complexity with respect to both the number of TUs preferentially expressed in that library and
the frequency with which two or more ESTs is found in only that library. These results indicate that the sorghum genome is
expressed in highly selective fashion in the individual organs and in response to the environmental conditions surveyed here.
Close to 2,000 differentially expressed TUs were identified among the cDNA libraries examined, of which 775 were
differentially expressed at a confidence level of 98%. From these 775 TUs, signature genes were identified defining drought,
Colletotrichum infection, skotomorphogenesis (etiolation), ovary, immature panicle, and embryo.
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The Poaceae contains numerous species of importance to human nutrition. A thorough exploration of
the transcriptome of this important plant family is an
important step in understanding its fundamental biology, as well as in identifying genes that will continue
to improve its agricultural productivity. Defining the
transcriptome of a complex, multicellular eukaryote is,
however, a daunting challenge. The two most widely
used and comprehensive approaches are wholegenome sequencing coupled with application of gene
prediction algorithms (Mathé et al., 2002) and singlepass sequencing of cDNAs to obtain expressed sequence tags (ESTs; Adams et al., 1991). Among newer
approaches that have not yet been used as widely are
targeted sequencing of gene-rich regions, identified
either as being hypomethylated (Rabinowicz et al.,
1999; Bedell et al., 2005) or enriched in single-copy
sequences (Peterson et al., 2002), and serial analysis
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of gene expression (Velculescu et al., 1995). No one
methodological approach, however, is sufficient. Gene
prediction algorithms are as yet imperfect (Mathé
et al., 2002), while other methods are in a practical
sense incapable of identifying every potentially expressed gene. Ultimately, a combination of strategies
employed in parallel will be required to provide
a near-complete description of any complex transcriptome.
Among available approaches, an appropriately designed EST project offers a number of substantial
advantages: (1) It most often is a much less expensive
route to gene discovery than is whole-genome sequencing; (2) it offers unambiguous identification of
transcribed genomic sequences; (3) it results in a cDNA
resource that can serve a broad scientific community;
(4) it provides at no additional cost templates suitable for cDNA-based microarray applications as well
as (5) information about gene expression as a function
of developmental stage, organ, and/or environmental
parameters at the time plant material is harvested for
RNA isolation; and (6) it can reveal information about
several transcript properties, including untranslated
region (UTR) structures, polyadenylation signals, and
alternative splicing. Because of these and other advantages, several EST projects in commercially important plant species have been initiated (Michalek et al.,
2001; Miller et al., 2001; Fedorova et al., 2002;
Fernandes et al., 2002; Shoemaker et al., 2002; Van
der Hoeven et al., 2002; Kikuchi et al., 2003; Ogihara
et al., 2003; Ronning et al., 2003; Vettore et al., 2003; Fei
et al., 2004; Ramı́rez et al., 2005).
The cereals are among the agriculturally most important members of the Poaceae. The extensive synteny among their genomes (Hulbert et al., 1990; Ahn
et al., 1993; Paterson et al., 1995; Bennetzen and
Freeling, 1997; Gale and Devos, 1998; Draye et al.,
2001; Mullet et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003) means
that what is learned about any one of them increases
our knowledge about all. We have chosen to utilize
sorghum as a representative of the cereals for several reasons. Not only is it an important cereal crop in
its own right (Doggett, 1988), but it has a relatively
small diploid genome of approximately 750 Mb and
is closely related to maize (Zea mays) and sugarcane
(Saccharum officinarum), both of which have much
larger polyploid genomes (Arumuganathan and Earle,
1991). Well-developed physical and genetic maps
and large bacterial artificial chromosome libraries are
available (Woo et al., 1994; Lin et al., 1999; Klein et al.,
2000; Childs et al., 2001; Draye et al., 2001; Menz et al.,
2002; Bowers et al., 2003). Moreover, sorghum is unusually well adapted to harsh environments, including high temperature, drought, and low nutrient
availability, and it has been investigated extensively
with respect to many important parameters such as
C4 photosynthesis, drought resistance, variation in
flowering time, and acid-soil resistance. Consequently,
sorghum is an excellent model system for advancing
our understanding of what is almost certainly the
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single most important group of plants with respect to
human nutrition.
We characterize and explore here 117,682 sorghum
ESTs derived from approximately half that number of
independent cDNAs, most of which were sequenced
at both 5# and 3# ends. A Milestone set (freeze) of
16,801 unique transcripts, or tentative UniScripts
(TUs), has been identified from 55,783 3# ESTs and is
in use for microarray applications (Buchanan et al.,
2005; Salzman et al., 2005). Of the 16,801 TUs, 7,769 are
singletons. These data provide for sorghum an estimate of about 31,000 for the total number of TUs in
the 13 cDNA libraries investigated here. Because the
overwhelming majority of cDNAs were obtained from
unamplified libraries that were neither normalized nor
subtracted, these data also provide quantitative information about the expression pattern of each TU
among the cDNA libraries examined. This information
has been used to identify 775 genes that were differentially expressed at a confidence level of 98%, as well
as signature genes for drought, pathogenesis, skotomorphogenesis (etiolation), ovaries, immature panicles, and embryos.
All ESTs are available for examination and download at http://fungen.org/Sorghum.htm and http://
cggc.agtec.uga.edu/cggc. Additional information concerning data access is provided in ‘‘Materials and
Methods.’’

RESULTS
EST Characteristics

The 13 cDNA libraries from which ESTs were
obtained are summarized in Table I. Three major
considerations went into the choice of libraries. Some
were selected to provide linkage to other EST projects
(e.g. pathogen-infected plants, incompatible [PI1] and
pathogen-infected plants, compatible [PIC1]; Ronning
et al., 2003), all were selected to provide a high rate of
gene discovery, and several were selected to satisfy
specific biological targets. PI1 and PIC1 were selected
to provide genes responding to biotic stress. Waterstressed plants (WS1) and leaves from plants stressed
after flowering (DSAF1) or before flowering (DSBF1)
were selected to identify drought-induced genes.
Dark-grown seedlings (DG1) were included to provide
insight into skotomorphogenesis. Floral-induced meristems (FM1) are intended to help reveal transcriptome
changes occurring in response to photoperiodic induction of flowering. Rhizomes (RHIZ1 and RHIZ2)
were selected to identify genes expressed solely or
preferentially in rhizomes, with a view toward identifying candidate genes that might help in the control
of johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense L. Pers.), which
requires control in several parts of the world largely
because of its rhizomatous growth habit. Time points
for harvesting tissues were intended to offer a high
probability of identifying genes of interest. For
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Table I. cDNA libraries from which ESTs described here were obtained
Library Designation

Species

DG1

S. bicolor

DSAF1

S. bicolor

DSBF1

S. bicolor

EM1

S. bicolor

FM1

S. propinquum

IP1

S. bicolor

LG1

S. bicolor

OV1/OV2

S. bicolor

PI1

S. bicolor

PIC1

S. bicolor

RHIZ1

S. halepense

RHIZ2

S. propinquum

WS1

S. bicolor

RNA Source

Seedlings, including roots, germinated and grown for 5 d
in total darkness at 25°C and near-saturating humidity
Leaves from greenhouse-grown plants stressed by drought
after flowering (library amplified and subtracted)
Leaves from greenhouse-grown plants stressed by drought
before flowering (library amplified and subtracted)
Embryos 24 hr after the onset of imbibition at 25°C on white
filter paper in Petri dishes
Meristems from mature plants treated with 15 short, 8-hr
photoperiods in a growth chamber, followed by 16 d in
a greenhouse during the natural long days of late April
and early May in Athens, GA
Immature panicles from field-grown plants near College
Station, TX
Greenhouse-grown seedlings, 10–14 d old, including roots,
9–10 cm in height
Immature ovaries from 8-week-old, greenhouse-grown
plants
Leaves of 2-week-old seedlings harvested 48 hr after
inoculation with isolate FRM421 of Colletotrichum
graminicola (incompatible challenge)
Leaves of 4-week-old plants sprayed with a spore
suspension of isolate FRM421 of C. graminicola
(compatible challenge)
Rhizome apices harvested from field-grown plants near
College Station, TX (library amplified)
Rhizome apices (approximately 1 cm) harvested from
mature vegetative greenhouse-grown plants in
Athens, GA
Greenhouse-grown plants, 5 weeks old, including roots,
on days 7 and 8 after cessation of watering

example, embryos were harvested 24 h following the
onset of germination because prior work demonstrated substantial new transcript accumulation at
this early time point (Hauser et al., 1998). RHIZ1 is
included because it was immediately available for
methodological development. RHIZ2 was produced
as a replacement for RHIZ1 because it was from
Sorghum propinquum (Kunth) Hitchc. rather than
johnsongrass because the cDNA inserts in RHIZ1
were short and because RHIZ1 had been amplified. S. propinquum was preferred over johnsongrass
because the former is the species used for one of the
two comprehensive sorghum genetic maps (Bowers
et al., 2003).
Initial choices for species and genotype were made
for four reasons. (1) Genotype BTx623 was selected for
most libraries because it is one of the most widely used
Sorghum bicolor L. Moench accessions in breeding programs and (2) has been used as one of the parents for
the construction of both of the most detailed genetic
maps for sorghum (Menz et al., 2002; Bowers et al.,
2003). (3) S. propinquum was selected in part because
it was used for one of the two sorghum genetic maps
and in part because it possesses rhizomes, which
S. bicolor lack. (4) Similarly, to understand better
changes that might occur during the transition of
a meristem from vegetative to reproductive, the phoPlant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005

toperiodic behavior of S. propinquum was exploited in
order to provide appropriate starting material. DSAF1
and DSBF1 were not originally part of this project.
They were included subsequently because of the added
information they provide concerning drought, the major
abiotic focus of this work.
From a total of 151,870 sequence attempts, 117,682
high-quality 3# and 5# ESTs were obtained (Table II).
With the exceptions of RHIZ1, DSAF1, and DSBF1,
about one- half of the clones contain full-coding-length
cDNAs. Estimates for cDNAs cloned backwards from
expectations range from 0.5% to 3.5%. Most libraries
were sequenced to a depth of about 5,000 cDNAs.
After trimming for vector, adapter, and quality, ESTs as
submitted to GenBank averaged 516 and 529 nucleotides (nt) for 3# and 5# reads, respectively. The greatest
number of trimmed sequences had lengths between
500 and 599 nt, with 89% exceeding 300 nt (Fig. 1).
These sequences can be explored and downloaded as
fasta files as described in ‘‘Materials and Methods.’’
Milestone TUs

Only 3# ESTs were clustered for two reasons. First,
ESTs deriving from the same gene would be expected
to have substantial sequence overlap. Conversely, 5#
ESTs would be expected to start at different places
871
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Table II. EST characteristics and cluster information
Library

ESTs (No.)

3#

Average Trimmed Length

5#

3#

6,627
3,497
785
5,405
5,336
5,067
5,316
2,810
2,787
5,203
4,522
0
5,978
5,400
58,733

501
516d
543d
508
507
500
485
516
571
523
551
426
510
537
516

5#

3# ESTs Included
in TUs (No.)a

TUs
(No.)b

Singletons
(No.)c

Full Coding
Length
%

%

528
516d
543d
521
504
538
543
546
504
527
592
n.a.e
513
515
529

5,149
2,960
2,882
4,793
4,861
4,731
4,822
2,458
2,476
4,774
4,823
1,087
5,175
4,792
55,783

2,858
1,995
1,904
2,690
2,716
2,582
2,966
1,575
1,647
2,539
2,646
789
2,610
2,580
16,801

1,938
1,401
1,399
1,779
1,850
1,700
2,210
1,152
1,245
1,711
1,699
598
1,665
1,856
7,769g

56
14
18
52
50
49
52
53
52
53
28
n.d.f
64
50

3.2
2.3
2.0
1.6
1.2
0.5
2.6
2.9
2.3
1.4
0.7
n.d.f
1.2
3.5

nt

DG1
DSAF1
DSBF1
EM1
FM1
IP1
LG1
OV1
OV2
PI1
PIC1
RHIZ1
RHIZ2
WS1
Total

5,642
3,057
2,961
5,126
4,976
4,936
5,015
2,578
2,615
5,077
5,042
1,179
5,308
5,437
58,949

Inverted
Clones

a

b
Some 3# ESTs were excluded from the Milestone 3# EST assembly as explained in ‘‘Materials and Methods.’’
The total number of TUs
represented within the indicated library; because a single TU can have ESTs from many libraries, the sum of the values in this column exceed
c
d
16,801.
The number of TUs in which an EST from this library appears only once.
Average is for both 3# and 5# sequences
e
f
g
together.
Not applicable.
Not determined.
Total number of singletons in the Milestone assembly.

depending upon where reverse transcription (RT) terminated. Thus, by using only 3# ESTs the much greater
frequency of error associated with clustering 5# ESTs is
avoided. Wang et al. (2004) have subsequently documented with Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) that the
rate of erroneously separating ESTs into two or more
clusters is 30% with 5# ESTs, but only 3% with 3# ESTs.
Since we have sequenced both ends of the vast
majority of cDNAs, little or nothing is lost by taking
the more rigorous approach used here. Moreover,
because the 3# and 5# ESTs from the same cDNA are
linked, once the 3# ESTs have been clustered the useful
length of consensus sequences can be extended by
directed incorporation of the 5# sequences. The second
reason derives from the expectation that UTRs of 3#
ESTs should discriminate better among members of
a multigene family than would 5# ESTs, thereby providing a potentially better measure of gene discovery.
The 55,783 3# ESTs clustered here identify 6,114
singletons, 1,655 contigs-of-one, and 9,032 clusters of
two or more members (Table II). When a sequence is
sufficiently similar to one or more other sequences,
phrap attempts to assemble it with them. If phrap ultimately fails to do so, however, the sequence is designated by phrap as a contig-of-one. The identifier of
a TU in this category begins with 1. A sequence that
bears so little resemblance to any other sequence that
no attempt is ever made to assemble it with other
sequences is designated by phrap as a singleton. The
identifier for this category begins with 0. While both
categories contain only one EST, it can be important to
be aware that those originally identified as a contig-ofone do have a strong resemblance to one or more other
TUs. The identifier of a TU with two or more members
begins with a 2. For simplicity, the term singleton in
872

the following will also refer to contigs-of-one. Collectively, singletons and assemblies with two or more
members will be referred to here as TUs, as already
defined. The distribution of TU consensus sequence
lengths is presented in Figure 1. With few exceptions,
they are little more than about 100 nt longer than
individual sequences (Fig. 1). The number of TUs
as a function of the number of ESTs per TU indicates
that very few genes are observed to be expressed at
high frequency (Fig. 2). Only 42 TUs are detected at a
frequency exceeding one transcript per 1,000, while
only 2,158 exceed a frequency of one per 10,000.
The relative coverage of this EST data set has been
evaluated by BLASTn to 255,964 sugarcane, 416,090

Figure 1. The number of 3# ESTs (left-hand scale) or TUs (right-hand
scale) binned by sequence or contig length, respectively.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005
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Figure 2. The number of TUs as a function of the number of 3# ESTs
per TU.

maize, and 284,234 rice (Oryza sativa) ESTs downloaded
from GenBank on September 13, 2004. The best return
for each TU from each database was binned, revealing
the expected inverse relationship between frequency
of high-quality hits and evolutionary distance. The
percentage of TUs returning an Expect value #E-100
was 54.9%, 43.1%, and 11.6% for sugarcane, maize, and
rice, respectively. Conversely, these percentages for
Expect values .E-5 were 19.6%, 23.4%, and 35.5%,
respectively. A bar chart that includes these data is
presented in Supplemental Figure 1.
Discovery Rate and Distribution of TUs

Because the overwhelming majority of cDNAs were
randomly selected from unamplified and nonnormalized libraries, results of clustering 3# ESTs can be used
to estimate the rate of discovery of new TUs as a
function of the number of 3# ESTs accumulated. Because the required information has been entered into
the same Oracle database that also contains the results
of EST clustering, it is possible to calculate and display
the number of TUs as a function of the number of 3#
ESTs included in the data set (Fig. 3), to do the same for
each cDNA library separately, and to do the same
cumulatively, as additional libraries are added (Fig. 4).
From the theoretical curve in Figure 3, obtained
as described in ‘‘Materials and Methods,’’ it is then
possible to define the rate of TU discovery at any
number of 3# ESTs and to extrapolate in order to obtain
an estimate of the total number expected if one or more
libraries were sequenced to infinite depth (Fig. 4). The
rate of gene discovery remains substantial, even after
sampling 55,783 cDNAs. At this point the rate of discovery of new TUs by sequencing new cDNA clones
picked at random from these same libraries is predicted from the slope of the theoretical curve to be
13.6% (Fig. 3). At infinite sequencing depth, the result
predicts that these libraries contain representatives
of approximately 30,600 TUs (Fig. 4). Each library inPlant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005

dividually is predicted to contain representatives of no
more than about 13,000 TUs, with most containing
only about 6,000 to 9,000 (Fig. 4).
The richest library in terms of the maximum number
of TUs predicted is that prepared from young, lightgrown seedlings (LG1 in Fig. 4). TUs enhanced in their
expression, however, were no more frequent in LG1
than in other libraries. This is the case whether fold
induction relative to the average expression across all
libraries is measured (Fig. 5), or the frequency with
which TUs consisting of two or more 3# ESTs is observed in only one library is determined (Fig. 6). For
each library or subgroup, fold induction is the frequency with which that library or subgroup was represented in a TU (the number of 3# ESTs in the TU
from that library or subgroup divided by the total
number of 3# ESTs in the library or subgroup) divided
by the ratio of the total number of 3# ESTs in that TU to
the total number of 3# ESTs (55,783).
Hierarchical Clustering, Differentially Expressed TUs,
and Signature Genes

Hierarchical clustering of 3# ESTs representing the
258 TUs with 20 or more members revealed that few of
these highly expressed genes were expressed uniformly among all libraries (data not shown). Similarly,
an evaluation of the 10 most abundantly expressed
genes indicated that most were expressed preferentially in only a few libraries, with the three droughtrelated libraries (WS1, DSAF1, DSBF1) accounting for
the majority of expression in half of these 10 (data not
shown). To explore in greater detail the ability of this
EST data set to discriminate among the different environmental conditions or plant organs from which
the individual libraries were obtained, the R statistic of
Stekel et al. (2000) was calculated for the 3# ESTs in
every TU. Stekel et al. documented that the relationship between R and the probability that expression differs from the null hypothesis that expression is uniform
among libraries must be determined independently

Figure 3. The number of TUs as a function of the number of 3# ESTs
accumulated. The solid line represents experimental data; the dashed
line represents a best fit to those data. Inflection points occur where new
libraries were introduced.
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Figure 4. The maximum number of TUs predicted for each library if
sampled to infinite depth (bars) and of TUs predicted as the number of
libraries increases in cumulative fashion from left to right (black
circles). In most cases, as an additional library is introduced the total
number of TUs predicted at infinity increases.

for each data set examined. Consequently, this relationship was determined for the data set examined
here (Table III). The results indicate that for R $ 6,
there are 3,174 TUs observed to be differentially expressed, of which 1,272 are expected to be false
positives. Consequently, this analysis indicates that
close to 2,000 TUs in this dataset are differentially
expressed, although the believability value associated
with any one TU is only 59.9%. In order to focus on
TUs with greater certainty of being differentially expressed, a subset of 775 with an R statistic equal to or
greater than 11.55, equivalent to a believability of 98%
or greater, was selected for further analysis. Because
DSAF1 and DSBF1 were normalized libraries, they
were excluded from the analysis presented here.
This subset of 775 TUs was evaluated by hierarchical
clustering, yielding the result illustrated in Figure 7.
The number of members in these TUs ranged from 4 to
215. The two pathogen libraries clustered as a group,
as did the three drought libraries when the analysis
was repeated with the inclusion of DSAF1 and DSBF1
(data not shown). FM1 and RHIZ2, both from
S. propinquum, also clustered together. Individual examination of several of the TUs that identify these
latter two libraries (green bar to right of heat map in
Fig. 7) reveal that they most often represent genes
whose orthologs in S. propinquum and S. bicolor differ
enough that the ESTs derived from them were separated into different TUs.
With the further exclusion of RHIZ1, RHIZ2, and
FM1, 70 TUs were selected from Figure 7 and resubmitted to hierarchical clustering. These 70 TUs consisted of 10 representing each of seven subgroups or
libraries. The results identify well-defined signature
874

TUs for each of the environmental conditions (drought,
pathogenesis, skotomorphogenesis, photomorphogenesis) or tissues (embryo, immature panicle, ovary) examined (Fig. 8). Two size fractions of the ovary library
were picked and sequenced for a practical reason
described in ‘‘Materials and Methods.’’ Comparison of
the ESTs derived from these two library fractions in
Figures 7 and 8 indicates that variable size distribution
in these two library fractions does lead to minor differences in the TUs identified (Fig. 7), even though
ovary 1 (OV1) and OV2 nonetheless cluster well with
one another (Figs. 7 and 8).
Eighteen signature genes identified by hierarchical
clustering were evaluated by quantitative RT-PCR. To
evaluate the utility of these signature genes, seven
comparisons were made between abscisic acid (ABA)treated and light-grown seedlings and 11 between
dark- and light-grown seedlings. The former comparisons were designed to assess the utility of the signature
genes with respect to ABA response, which is a subcomponent of dehydration stress, and to connect these
signature genes to an in-depth microarray evaluation of
ABA and dehydration responsive genes in sorghum
(Buchanan et al., 2005). The latter comparisons focused
on five or six TUs expressed preferentially in dark- or
light-grown seedlings, respectively. Fold induction for
each of these comparisons is reported in the right-most
column of Figure 8. With only two exceptions, TUs
2_8855 and 2_7723, the results are consistent with those
obtained by hierarchical clustering.
The entire Milestone 1.0 data set is available in
comma-delimited format as Supplemental Table I.
It is also available for download, together with all
consensus sequences, using MAGIC Gene Discovery
at http://fungen.org/Sorghum.htm. Supplemental
Table I contains TU identification (ID), number of 3#
ESTs in the TU, number of 3# ESTs in each library for

Figure 5. The number of TUs whose expression is 2.5-, 5-, or 10-fold
greater in the indicated library as compared to the average expression
for all libraries. Fold induction was calculated only for TUs in which at
least three 3# ESTs were detected in the indicated library and for those
libraries randomly sampled to approximately the same depth of approximately 5,000 3# ESTs.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005
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Figure 6. The frequency of TUs consisting of two or more 3# ESTs
observed exclusively in only one library or library subgroup. Drought
consists of WS1, DSAF1, and DSBF1; pathogen of PI1 and PIC1; and
rhizome of RHIZ1 and RHIZ2.

that TU, BLASTx target description, Expect value,
Protein Information Resource Non-redundant Reference Protein (PIR-NREF) ID, and the 3# EST that
represents the TU (TU anchor sequence). Supplemental Table II provides the same information for the data
in Figure 7, the R statistic, and the order in which TUs
appear in the heat map.

DISCUSSION

The analysis of sorghum ESTs presented here is an
early step in taking advantage of sorghum as a model
organism for genome-scale investigations of stressrelated genes among the Poaceae. It complements the
more extensive effort that has already been put into
mapping the sorghum genome (Whitkus et al., 1992;
Chittenden et al., 1994; Paterson et al., 1995; Klein et al.,
2000; Menz et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003) and will
facilitate annotation of an eventual sorghum genome
sequence. Direct association of some ESTs to an emerging physical map of the sorghum genome (Childs
et al., 2001; Draye et al., 2001), together with mapping
of ESTs and TU consensus sequences to the rice
genome at Gramene (Ware et al., 2002), provides
added value to both the sorghum ESTs described
here and the physical and genetic maps.
By random sampling of a relatively large number
of mostly nonnormalized, unamplified, and diverse
cDNA libraries to a uniform depth of about 5,000
cDNAs, and by sequencing both 3# and 5# ends of
each cDNA (Tables I and II), the advantages enumerated in the introduction have been realized. The random
sampling permits more rigorous interpretation of the
Plant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005

results of hierarchical clustering. Sequencing both
ends of each cDNA permitted more rigorous clustering, as compared to the large majority of other plant
EST projects, which focused almost exclusively on 5#
ESTs (e.g. Shoemaker et al., 2002; Ronning et al., 2003;
Vettore et al., 2003; Fei et al., 2004; Ramı́rez et al., 2005).
As Wang et al. (2004) have documented recently for
Arabidopsis, clustering of 5# ESTs resulted in a 30%
overestimation of the number of unique clusters, as
opposed to only 3% for 3# ESTs. This difference results
largely from a far greater frequency of insufficient
overlap among 5# as compared to 3# ESTs. Simultaneously, however, the additional 5# ESTs obtained here
provide additional coding information and substantial
amounts of 5# UTR sequence for the many cDNA
clones that are full coding length (Table II). The average high-quality trimmed read length of over 500 nt
(Table II, Fig. 1), coupled with both 3# and 5# sequences
for most cDNAs, yields more than 1 kb of sequence for
the majority of TUs. Consequently, the sequences reported here, together with the cDNA clones from
which they were obtained, provide not only both qualitative and quantitative information about the sorghum
transcriptome, but also a rich resource for downstream
applications. This resource is already in use for microarray applications (Buchanan et al., 2005; Salzman
et al., 2005).
The PIR-NREF database was selected for default
provisional electronic annotation for several reasons
(Wu et al., 2002). It is comprehensive, incorporating
sequences from six other databases, and current, with
biweekly updates. It is nonredundant and well curated, with extensive source attribution. The best hit
for each sequence is provided irrespective of Expect
value, permitting independent judgments concerning
the significance of a hit. MAGIC Gene Discovery at
http://fungen.org/genediscovery (Cordonnier-Pratt
et al., 2004) displays the alignment for each highscoring pair as illustrated in Supplemental Figure 2, as
well as extensive information about each BLAST
return as enumerated in the legend for this figure.

Table III. Relationship between R statistic and believability
R

TUs Observed
(No.)a

TUs from Randomized
Data (No.)b

Believability

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

6,168
3,174
1,731
1,051
680
499
378
305

4,522
1,272
280
54.5
10.1
1.8
0.31
0.05

26.7
59.9
83.9
94.8
98.5
99.6
99.9
100.0

%

a

The number of TUs with an R statistic equal to or greater than the
b
indicated R value.
The mean number of TUs with an R statistic
equal to or greater than the indicated R value calculated following
1,000 randomizations of data as described by Stekel et al. (2000).
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This Java graphical user interface also permits query
and visualization of the results of BLAST returns from
other databases, including full-length rice cDNA, both
nt and protein, rice ESTs downloaded from dbEST, and
the rice genome.
EST Clustering, Gene Discovery, and
Transcriptome Utilization

Figure 7. Hierarchical clustering of 3# ESTs for 775 TUs with an R
statistic equal to or greater than 11.55, which is equivalent to
a believability of 98%. White represents expression at the average
value observed for all libraries, while blue and red represent reduced
and enhanced expression, respectively. Along the right margin, the
green bar identifies signature TUs for S. propinquum, while the gold,
yellow, blue, and violet bars identify TUs expressed preferentially in
PI1, PIC1, PI1 1 PIC1 together, and WS1, respectively.
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The observation that TU consensus sequences are
only slightly longer than individual 3# ESTs (Fig. 1) is
one indication that the TUs identified here are of good
quality. Because all 3# ESTs should start at or near the
same position, depending upon differential polyadenylation sites, consensus sequences should never be
much longer than individual sequences (Fig. 1). MAGIC
Gene Discovery at http://fungen.org permits visual
inspection of individual TUs, with discrepancies from
the consensus sequence highlighted, and identifies
ESTs that have been assembled as their reverse complement, thereby permitting independent judgments of
quality (Supplemental Fig. 3). Moreover, as an additional consequence of curating the assembly in a relational database and of assigning to each TU an anchor
cDNA clone, as the size of this assembly grows TU
identifiers will inasmuch as possible be retained, and,
when necessary, a means for tracking necessary ID
changes will be provided (C. Liang, F. Sun, H. Wang, D.
Kolychev, L.H. Pratt, and M.-M. Cordonnier-Pratt, unpublished data). Consequently, the value of this EST
assembly will have more permanence than is usually
the case, which is an important consideration when
used for microarray and other downstream applications.
Given the relatively low cost, sequencing both ends
of cDNAs randomly selected from predominantly
unamplified and nonnormalized libraries and to a relatively shallow depth provides an excellent compromise between cost and benefit. This approach
maintains a substantial rate of gene discovery (Fig. 3)
without unnecessarily reducing the information content of the cDNA libraries (Figs. 4–8). The rate of gene
discovery remains acceptable in part because the
overwhelming majority of TUs have few members
(Fig. 2) and in part because each time a new library is
introduced transcripts deriving from new genes become available (Fig. 4).
Although collectively these libraries appear to contain in excess of 30,000 TUs, with the exception of LG1
no one library is predicted to contribute more than
about 6,000 to 9,000 (Fig. 4). Each library also exhibits
about the same level of complexity. This same observation holds when considering either the number of
TUs preferentially expressed in individual libraries
(Fig. 5) or the frequency with which TUs consisting of
two or more 3# ESTs coming from only one library or
library subgroup are observed (Fig. 6). While the data
suggest that LG1 is the richest library in terms of total
number of genes being expressed (Fig. 4), it appears to
provide, if anything, fewer preferentially expressed
Plant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005
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Figure 8. Hierarchical clustering of 70 TUs selected from Figure 7, 10 for each of seven subgroups or libraries: pathogen (PI1,
PIC1), ovary (OV1, OV2), WS1, DG1, IP1, EM1, and LG1. From left to right, annotations are TU ID, number of 3# ESTs in the TU,
PIR-NREF target description, Expect value, PIR-NREF ID, R statistic, and where available fold induction as measured by
quantitative RT-PCR. Colored bars along the left-hand margin of the heat map identify sets of signature genes. The color scale is
comparable to that in Figure 7.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005
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genes (Fig. 5) and, as compared to other libraries,
about the same frequency of TUs with two or more
members coming from only one library (Fig. 6).
Combined with the need for redundancy in order to
explore events such as alternative polyadenylation
and differential splicing (Burke et al., 1998; Gautheret
et al., 1998; Beaudoing and Gautheret, 2001), as well as
to identify polymorphisms (Buetow et al., 1999; Batley
et al., 2003), the quantitative analysis presented here
(Figs. 3–6) strongly supports for resource development
sequencing a greater number of libraries picked randomly and to a shallow depth, as opposed to sequencing a smaller number of subtracted or normalized
libraries more deeply, as has fortunately most often
been the case (e.g. Fedorova et al., 2002; Shoemaker
et al., 2002; Vettore et al., 2003; Fei et al., 2004).
The results just discussed, especially those in Figure
4, also document that sorghum expresses only a small
fraction of its genome either in any one organ, at any
one developmental stage, or in response to any specific
environmental influence. We are unaware of a quantitative analysis similar to that presented here for any
other plant, but see no reason why this observation
should not have general validity.
The apparent enhancement in the frequency of TUs
with two or more members coming from only one
library that is observed for FM1, RHIZ1, and RHIZ2
(Fig. 6) results from the observation that some of the
genes in S. propinquum (FM1, RHIZ2) and johnsongrass (RHIZ1) differ enough from their orthologs in
S. bicolor to be grouped into different TUs when the
genes are highly expressed. This outcome is not surprising given that the clustering performed here was
intended to discriminate among different members of
a gene family and, as a consequence, was sensitive to
relatively small differences in sequence, especially in
the 3# UTR. Hierarchical clustering of the 258 TUs with
20 or more members (data not shown) provides an
outcome much like that seen in Figure 7, which is to say
that FM1 and RHIZ2 form a distinct cluster separate
from all other libraries. Manual inspection of these
S. propinquum signature genes (Fig. 7, green bar) reveals
that they appear to be orthologs of S. bicolor genes that
were separated into individual TUs.
Comparison to Other Plant EST Projects

Comparison by BLASTn of all 16,801 sorghum TUs
to ESTs from sugarcane, maize, and rice reveal, as
anticipated, decreasing similarity with increasing phylogenetic distance. Even in the case of sugarcane,
however, close to 20% of sorghum TUs returned an
Expect value .E-5 and almost 5% returned a value .1
(.E0; Supplemental Fig. 1). For maize, the equivalent
values are just over 23% and 10%, while for rice they
are just over 35% and 10%. It is evident that even when
compared to these 956,288 Poaceae ESTs, the results
documented here for sorghum indicate, at least superficially, that there remains a large pool of genes to
be discovered by this approach. It should be noted,
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however, that since the bulk of sugarcane, maize, and
rice ESTs are 5# while the TUs are defined by 3# ESTs,
then one might expect insufficient overlap in at least
some instances. Nonetheless, we have observed that 5#
sorghum ESTs derived from TU anchor clones often
find fewer and/or poorer matches than do the 3# TU
sequences (data not shown; see also below). This
outcome indicates that average cDNA lengths for
other EST projects have often been relatively short
such that even 5# ESTs are near the 3# terminus.
The 16,801 TUs identified here from 55,783 cDNAs is
consistent with observations from other plant EST
projects. A comparable estimate for potato (Solanum
tuberosum; Ronning et al., 2003) from 61,940 ESTs
yielded 19,892 tentative consensus sequences (TCs)
and singletons. Larger data sets of .120,000 and
152,635 ESTs for soybean (Glycine max; Shoemaker
et al., 2002) and tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum; Fei
et al., 2004) yielded estimates of 34,264 and 31,012,
respectively. In none of these three cases, however, was
any correction made for the relatively high level of
redundancy to be expected when 5# ESTs are clustered
(Wang et al., 2004). In contrast, while Vettore et al.
(2003) estimated 43,141 putative unique transcripts
from 237,954 predominantly 5# ESTs, they also estimated redundancy to be 22%. After correction, 33,620
remained. Consequently, the 16,801 identified from
55,783 sorghum cDNAs, together with the estimate of
just under 31,000 if all libraries were sequenced to
infinite depth (Fig. 4), appears consistent with results
of other EST projects, at least after correction for the
redundancy to be expected when clustering 5# ESTs.
Hierarchical Clustering, the R statistic, and
Differential Expression

It is important to note that like Fei et al. (2004), but
unlike most other plant EST projects, the clustering
performed here was done with a data set normalized
not only for the depth of sequencing of each cDNA
library, but also for the strength of expression of each
TU. Consequently, relative changes in expression level
are more readily apparent in a heat map (e.g. Figs. 7
and 8), thereby permitting more rigorous interpretation of the results.
Evaluation as described by Stekel et al. (2000) of the
potential differential expression of TUs compiled from
this data set establishes that an R statistic of 11.55 or
greater is equivalent to a believability of 98% or greater
(Table III). Thus, of the 775 TUs submitted here to
hierarchical clustering (Fig. 7), only 15 or 16 are
expected to be false positives, leaving about 760 whose
expression differs significantly from the null hypothesis that expression is uniform across all libraries.
Many more than these 760 TUs are expressed differentially, however, as indicated by the excess of differentially expressed TUs observed experimentally over
the number of false positives (Table III). For example,
for R $ 6, 3,174 differentially expressed TUs are
observed. Because 1,272 are expected to be false
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positives, however, only 1,902 TUs are expected to be
truly expressed differentially. Since R $ 6 corresponds
to a believability of only 59.9% for any one TU, however, further investigation would be required to evaluate more rigorously each candidate for differential
expression. Nonetheless, the point to be made is that
many more genes are differentially expressed than the
approximately 760 identified here with a high degree
of statistical confidence.
Drought

One of the two foci of this effort was to investigate the
influence of drought on the sorghum transcriptome.
The 9,656 ESTs derived from libraries WS1, DSAF1, and
DSBF1 define 717 TUs with two or more members and
1,517 singleton TUs containing ESTs from only these
three libraries. As a group, they exhibit the highest
frequency of context-specific gene expression as estimated in Figure 6. Because DSAF1 and DSBF1 when
constructed were not originally designed to be included in this project, however, they were both subtracted libraries. Consequently, they were not included
in the hierarchical clustering presented here. Of the 775
TUs in Figure 7, 72 are preferentially expressed in WS1
(Fig. 7, violet bar; TUs 454–525 in Supplemental Table
II). Of the 1,591 ESTs in these 72 TUs, 1,042 or 65% derive
from WS1. DSAF1 and DSBF1 contributed another 225
ESTs to these 72 TUs. They include three dehydrins, four heat-shock proteins, a late embryogenesisabundant protein, a drought-inducible protein, a
dehydration-responsive protein, a tonoplast-intrinsic
protein, and a pore-protein homolog. About half have
at least a putative or hypothetical function assigned
based upon BLASTx returns from PIR-NREF.
Comparison of this entire Milestone EST data set to
ABA-induced sorghum TUs identified by microarray
and confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR (Buchanan et al.,
2005) reveals close correspondence. A total of 55 TUs
for this comparison were derived from genes upregulated by ABA in hydroponically grown sorghum
seedlings. Of the 55, 28 were observed here to be
expressed only in WS1, DSAF1, and/or DSBF1, while
an additional 11 were expressed predominantly in only
these three libraries. Four more are included if embryo
(EM1) is also considered to be a drought-related library,
reflecting the desiccation that occurs during seed
maturation. Of the 12 TUs remaining, one contains
two out of four ESTs from WS1 and DSBF1, while three
are singletons. Of the remaining eight, none had a
differential digital expression profile with believability $98%. Given that a perfect correlation between
enhanced gene expression induced by drought and
ABA should not be expected in sorghum since the ABA
response is only a subcomponent of the drought response (Buchanan et al., 2005; see below), the agreement between these two data sets is substantial. These
data confirm, at least with respect to drought, that the
signature genes identified here are useful as starting
points for other drought-related investigations.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 139, 2005

Pathogenesis

Similar to the characterization here of sorghum
genes expressed preferentially in response to both
compatible and incompatible infections, an earlier
potato EST project obtained about 5,000 ESTs from
each of two cDNA libraries, prepared from plants
challenged with either a compatible or incompatible
pathogen (Ronning et al., 2003). As in the case of
potato singletons and TCs, a substantial number of
sorghum TUs contained ESTs deriving solely from the
incompatible interaction. Of those TUs with two or
more members, 102 were specific to PI1 as compared
to 100 specific for the incompatible challenge in potato.
Of TUs with only one member, 492 were from PI1 as
compared to 1,100 singletons for potato. Most of these
pathogen-specific sorghum TUs or potato TCs and
singletons, however, are not expressed differentially
with statistical significance. Unfortunately, comparison of TUs and TCs expressed differentially with the
same level of statistical significance is not possible
because the relationship between the R statistic and
believability appears not to have been determined for
the potato data set. As Stekel et al. (2000) pointed out,
this relationship is an empirical function of the data set
examined. Consequently, the apparent assumption of
Ronning et al. (2003) that the relationship for potato
was the same as that for the four human cDNA prostate libraries investigated by Stekel et al. (2000) was
invalid. Nonetheless, a comparison between sorghum
TUs differentially expressed with a believability of
98% and potato TCs with an R statistic .12, identifies
in both cases a subset of TUs enriched in representatives from both incompatible and compatible challenges (Fig. 7, cyan bar). For sorghum, this subset of
28 TUs is identified in Supplemental Table II as
numbers 342 through 369. Also, as for potato, a second
subset of sorghum sequences is relatively specific to
the incompatible challenge (Fig. 7, gold bar). This
subset consists of 66 TUs, numbers 233 through 297
in Supplemental Table II. Annotations for these PI1specific TUs include pathogenesis-related proteins,
chalcone synthase, chitinases, peroxidase, oxidase, and
glycotransferases, as well as numerous TUs that effectively returned no meaningful annotation. Although
not described for potato, a third subset of 44 sorghum
TUs was preferentially expressed in PIC1 (Fig. 7,
yellow bar). These TUs are numbers 298 through 341
in Supplemental Table II. Only two of these TUs have
annotations comparable to those just enumerated for
the PI1-specific subset, consisting of an oxidase and
a wound-inductive mRNA.
A more recent tomato EST data set (Fei et al., 2004)
also includes ESTs from both a compatible and an
incompatible interaction, again with about 5,000 ESTs
from each, as well as another 9,135 prepared from
plants treated with a mix of elicitors. The tomato data
set contains 169 TCs differentially expressed in these
three libraries with a P value ,0.05 (http://ted.bti.
cornell.edu/digital/supplement/diff/disease.xls).
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After excluding the data from the mixed-elicitor library
and all data from TCs represented by fewer than four
ESTs in the remaining two libraries, 114 remain. These
114 were then divided into 46 susceptible-specific TCs,
40 compatible-specific TCs, and 28 TCs induced about
equally by both. Those expressed at least twice as
frequently in one library as compared to the other
were identified as specific, with the remainder being
attributed to both equally. Viewed in this manner, the
two data sets provide quantitatively comparable outcomes.
Signature Genes

While coexpressed TUs are sometimes expected to
identify genes encoding proteins that interact with one
another, the data set here is too small to provide
statistically meaningful information within this context (Price and Rieffel, 2004). These same results can,
however, also be used to discriminate among the different expression patterns associated with the cDNA
libraries by identifying signature TUs and, by extrapolation, signature genes. This objective was accomplished by hierarchical clustering of a limited number
of TUs, representing each of seven different subgroups
or libraries. Hierarchical clustering of this subset
provides a clear set of signature genes for each situation, as highlighted by the colored bars along the lefthand side of the heat map in Figure 8. From top to
bottom these are light-grown control, pathogenesis,
immature panicles, ovary, etiolation, embryo, and
drought.
Annotations of the signature genes are often informative and consistent with expectations (Fig. 8).
Obvious examples include a seed maturation protein
in the embryo library, a dehydrin in the drought
libraries, and a chlorophyll a/b-binding protein in the
light-grown library. In addition, it will be of interest to
follow up several of the annotated signature genes in
order to obtain further insight into their biological
function in sorghum. For example, differential representation of a pseudo-response regulator gene in the
pathogen libraries may indicate that modified clock
gating is important in mobilizing responses to pathogens. Similarly, the pathogen signature gene encoding
a putative phosphoinositide phosphatase suggests
that down-regulation of phospholipid signaling may
play a role in the response of sorghum to pathogens
(Laxalt and Munnik, 2002). In ovaries, increased expression of genes encoding 1-aminocyclopropane-1carboxylate oxidase, a thaumatin-like protein and
a Cys protease, is consistent with elevated levels of
ethylene and jasmonate in this tissue. Elevated expression of a chloroplast nucleoid DNA protein in shoots
of dark-grown as compared to light-grown sorghum
seedlings is noteworthy because leaf growth, and
presumably chloroplast development and gene expression is significantly inhibited in dark-grown sorghum. High expression of this protein may indicate
that plastid DNA synthesis occurs in dark-grown
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plants and that nucleoid compaction may in some
way regulate gene expression.
Other signature genes, however, are annotated as
hypothetical, putative, similarity to, or some other
designation indicating that annotation is at best highly
speculative. Yet other genes are effectively not annotated at all, returning in two cases Expect values
greater than 1. Thus, functions of the products of
many or most of these signature TUs are effectively
unknown. Nonetheless, their differential digital expression patterns can provide assistance in elucidating
their functions, although such investigations are beyond the scope of this analysis.
Of the 70 signature TUs, eight returned from PIRNREF an Expect value $E-5 (Fig. 8). Six of these eight
failed to align with a region in the rice genome at
Gramene (http://www.gramene.org/), thereby becoming candidates for sorghum-specific genes. Two,
2_8604 and 2_7723, returned Expect values of 5E-10
and 4E-14, respectively, following BLASTn to the rice
genome. Of the six remaining, 2_7175 and 2_7723
returned values of 7E-12 and 2E-8, respectively, following BLASTx to a rice full-length mRNA database.
Additionally, BLASTn of both 3# and 5# sequences for
these six remaining TUs to dbEST at the National
Center for Biotechnology Information on May 11, 2005,
revealed that all but one returned multiple, significant
hits from sugarcane and maize. The only exception
was 2_7880. Although many additional hits were
returned from sorghum ESTs produced subsequent
to this analysis, only one hit with an Expect value
,0.11 was returned. This hit was to sugarcane inoculated with Gluconacetobacter diazotroficans, returning a
value of 1E-19. Thus, from these 70 TUs examined
individually, only one appears to be either sorghum
specific or at least expressed preferentially in this
species as compared to other plants, including other
grasses.
The probability is quite high that each of the 775 TUs
characterized in Figure 7 is expressed differentially
(Table III) and that the signature genes identified in
Figure 8 are truly diagnostic. For example, the 10 TUs
representing the 10 drought signature genes contain
not only 203 ESTs deriving from WS1, but an additional 88 ESTs deriving from DSAF1 and DSBF1, which
as noted previously were not included in the hierarchical clustering. Moreover, evaluation of 18 TUs by
quantitative RT-PCR is consistent with the results of
hierarchical clustering with only two exceptions (Fig.
8). In the case of TU 2_8855 no induction by ABA was
detected by RT-PCR. Similarly, however, none of the
2,342 3# ESTs from a subsequently produced sorghum
ABA-induced cDNA library (http://fungen.org) can
be associated with this TU. Thus, it represents a gene
induced by drought, but apparently not by ABA. In
the case of TU 2_7723, fold induction as assayed by RTPCR was very low. Because arabinogalactan-proteins
derive from a relatively large gene family (Gaspar
et al., 2001), however, it is possible that the RT-PCR
assay was responding to one or more different
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members of this family than were assessed here by
EST clustering. Consequently, it is evident that the
analysis presented in Figures 7 and 8, and available as
Supplemental Table II, provides a large number of
excellent candidates for future investigation. The signature genes will be among the most useful when
exploring responses that are specific to one of the
treatments or tissues investigated here.

primer, 150 pmol mL21). When poly(A) tails were sufficiently long to
significantly reduce the yield of high-quality sequences, 3# sequences were
obtained with an anchored poly(T) primer (5#-T21[C/G/A]-3#, 450 pmol mL21;
Roe et al., 1996). Thermal cycling was done in a GeneAmp 9700 (Applied
Biosystems) in either 96- or 384-well format. With a Hydra96 (Matrix
Technologies), 2 mL of water was added to each well followed by 2 mL of
plasmid DNA (approximately 100–200 ng mL21) dissolved in water. With
a stepper pipet, 3 mL of master mix was added to each well. Thermal cycling
continued to saturation (99 cycles of 96°C for 10 s, 50°C for 5 s, 60°C for 4 min)
followed by a hold at 4°C. Sequencing products were cleaned by centrifugal
filtration through water-equilibrated Sephadex G-50 in either 96- or 384-well
filter plates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Analysis

cDNA Libraries

Data-processing pipelines and an Oracle database were created for this
project (Cordonnier-Pratt et al., 2004). Information about each 96-well plate of
plasmid DNA was entered into the database at the same time electropherograms were uploaded into the server where bases were called with phred
(Ewing et al., 1998; Ewing and Green, 1998). Base calls and associated phred
quality scores were parsed into the database. Vector, linker, and low-quality
ends were identified using an in-house processing script (C. Liang, F. Sun, H.
Wang, J. Qu, R.M. Freeman Jr., L.H. Pratt, and M.-M. Cordonnier-Pratt,
unpublished data).
Vector/adaptor- and quality-trimmed 3# ESTs were clustered and assembled with phrap (http://www.phrap.org). To reduce the frequency of poorly
assembled TUs, members of each TU were resubmitted to phrap one TU at
a time. Because phrap discriminates among sequences far better when
assembling them in smaller groups, this resubmission eliminated most of
the poorly assembled TUs by subdividing them. Extensive data for each TU
was entered into database tables designed for this purpose. These data
included the first and last base positions of a sequence relative to the consensus, the offset of each sequence relative to the consensus, whether a sequence had been reverse complemented to match the consensus, the length of
each sequence including pads required for alignment, and all discrepancies
from the consensus. From this information a normalized percentage of
alignment of each trimmed and padded sequence to the consensus for its
TU was determined in order to identify poorly assembled TUs. The latter were
eliminated from the Milestone 1.0 assembly presented here. While these
poorly assembled TUs are not included in the 16,801 TUs reported and
characterized here, they have not been disregarded. Instead, they have been
flagged in the database as poorly assembled and added to the Milestone TUs
for use in microarray applications (Buchanan et al., 2005; Salzman et al., 2005).
It is for this reason that the Milestone assembly was created from only 55,783
of the available 58,949 3# ESTs (Table II).
The following relationship, obtained from Dr. Bruce Roe and James White
of the University of Oklahoma, was used to estimate the number of TUs in
a library or group of libraries as a function of sequencing depth (Figs. 3 and 4):

A total of 13 libraries were prepared from Sorghum bicolor L. Moench,
Sorghum propinquum (Kunth) Hitchc., or johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense
L. Pers.) as summarized in Table I. With the exception of libraries DSAF1
and DSBF1, S. bicolor libraries were prepared from genotype BTx623. DSAF1
and DSBF1, which were initially prepared for a different purpose, were from
genotypes B35 and Tx7000, respectively. B35 is an inbred line with stay-green,
post-flowering drought tolerance, while Tx7000 is an elite, high-yielding
accession with nonstay-green, preflowering drought tolerance. For DSBF1,
water was withheld after 4 weeks to impose gradual water deficit and to
simulate natural preflowering drought stress. For DSAF1, final irrigation was
administered 3 d after anthesis (about 2 months after sowing) to impose
gradual water deficit and to simulate natural postflowering drought stress.
Harvested tissue was frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen and stored at
280°C.
Embryos were isolated by milling imbibed grain with a Quaker model 4-E
plate mill (Clinton Separators), immersing the ground grain in liquid nitrogen,
and filtering it through a sieve with pores of 0.84 mm. Endosperm, which was
ground to a powder by the mill, passed through while embryos were retained.
With the exception of RHIZ1, DSAF1, and DSBF1, libraries were constructed
by Stratagene, beginning with total RNA extracted from plant material finely
ground under liquid nitrogen. cDNAs were cloned into the EcoRI (5# end) and
XhoI (3# end) sites of lambda ZAPII. Average insert sizes, as reported by
Stratagene for 12 randomly picked clones from each library, were between
1.25 and 2.0 kb. RHIZ1, DSAF1, and DSBF1 were similarly prepared in the
same vector, but in the laboratories of Andrew Paterson (RHIZ1) or Henry
Nguyen (DSAF1, DSBF1).

ESTs
Library phage were received from Stratagene in two or three fractions per
library, with each fraction representing a different insert size range. With one
exception, plasmids derived from these libraries were obtained from the
fraction with the longest insert size range. In the case of the ovary library,
the fraction with the longest inserts (OV2) yielded too few clones. Hence, the
second of three fractions, which had the next-longest insert size range, was
also used (OV1). RHIZ1, DSAF1, and DSBF1 plasmids were obtained from
libraries that were amplified, but not size fractionated. DSAF1 and DSBF1
were also subtracted using driver cDNA prepared from poly(A)1-RNA
obtained from nonstressed sorghum leaves essentially as described by Soares
and Bonaldo (1998).
Following transformation by electroporation, bacteria were plated, clones
randomly picked into freezing medium in 96- or 384-well plates, and frozen at
280°C after overnight growth at 37°C in a HiGro (Genomic Solutions). All
colonies used for sequencing were grown in triplicate: two sets of shallow
96-well plates for subsequent clone distribution, and one set of deep-well
blocks for preparation of template DNA. The latter was prepared in the same
deep-well blocks in which the bacteria were cultured, using an alkaline lysis
procedure essentially as described by Roe et al. (1996; http://www.genome.
ou.edu/proto.html).
ABI BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequence Ready Reaction version 2 or 3 was
used at 12-fold dilution, as described by Roe et al. (1996; http://www.genome.
ou.edu/big_dyes_plasmid.html). For 384 reactions, a master mix contained 268 mL BigDye, 56 mL primer, 532 mL of 400 mM Tris-Cl (pH 9.0 at
22°C), 130 mL dimethyl sulfoxide, and 214 mL water. The reverse primer for
5# sequences was 5#-CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC-3# (300 pmol mL21). Most
3# sequences were primed with 5#-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG-3# (T7
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ŷ 5 G=½1 1 ðG 3 S=nÞ;
where ŷ is the estimated number of TUs when n number of ESTs has been
obtained, G is the maximum number of TUs expected as n approaches infinity,
and S is an empirically derived parameter that when multiplied by G
corresponds to the number of ESTs required to obtain one-half of the
maximum number of TUs. S therefore effectively determines the slope of
the curve. An iterative process is used to determine the G and S values that
yield a curve that best fits the experimental data as shown in Figure 3. Note
that as n goes to infinity, the function is simplified to ŷ 5 G. This relationship is
a special case of a widely used pharmacological drug responsiveness model:
h
i
b
y 5 b0 2 b0 = 1 1 ðx=b2 Þ 1 ;
where x is the dose level, usually in coded form such that x $ 1, y is the
response as a percentage of the maximum, b0 is the expected response at
saturating dose, b2 is the concentration that produces half-maximal response,
and b1 determines the slope of the function. With the substitutions described
below, the drug responsiveness model can be transformed to that used here to
model the rate of gene discovery while simultaneously retaining its usefulness
for modeling a saturation curve of the sort to be expected as a randomly
picked cDNA library is sequenced to increasing depth. It is of general
applicability and thus useful with other EST datasets. The substitutions and
the rationales behind them are as follows. (1) The number of ESTs that have
been obtained (n) is substituted for dose level (x), which in both cases is the
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independent variable. (2) The estimated number of TUs when n ESTs have
been sequenced as a proportion of the maximum number as n approaches
infinity (ŷ) is substituted for drug response (y), which in both cases is the
dependent variable. (3) The number of TUs expected as n approaches infinity
(G) is substituted for the expected response at saturating dose (b0), which in
both cases is the maximum to be anticipated. (4) The number of ESTs required
to identify one-half of the maximum number of TUs (G 3 S) is substituted for
the dose required to give the half-maximal drug response (b2), which in both
cases determines the slope of the function. (5) In addition, b1 is set to 1, which
reflects the assumption that as a randomly picked cDNA library is sequenced,
the rate of gene discovery as a function of the number of ESTs sequenced
remains relatively unchanged. In our experience, this has proven to be the case
when one examines curves like that in Figure 3 for each individual cDNA
library (data not shown).
Provisional electronic annotation of all ESTs and TU consensus sequences
was obtained by BLASTx (Altschul et al., 1990, 1997) against full-codinglength entries from the PIR-NREF database (Wu et al., 2002). Output from the
best hit for each sequence was parsed into the database. Only when the Expect
value was greater than 10 was no entry made. Provisional electronic annotations are therefore always provided together with the Expect value to permit
an independent judgment concerning significance.
BLASTx returns from this curated PIR-NREF database were also used to
estimate the percentage of clones containing full-coding-length inserts and of
inserts cloned inversely from expectations. For each library, BLASTx returns
with an Expect value less than E-13 and with three or fewer high-scoring pairs
were identified. From this subset, the percentage of query 5# ESTs that either
matched the initiating Met or contained sufficient 5# sequence upstream of the
match to encode the initiating Met was determined. This calculation assumes
that a target protein is the same length as that encoded by the query sequence.
While not always correct, it is nonetheless a reasonable assumption that
targets are as likely to be shorter than the query as they are to be longer such
that on average the assumption is reasonable. The percentage of inverted
clones was estimated from the same subset of 5# ESTs. If the reading frame was
negative, that was taken as evidence that a presumed 5# EST was in fact a 3#
EST. These calculations can be redone with different parameters using MAGIC
Gene Discovery described in ‘‘Data Access’’ below.
The R statistic of Stekel et al. (2000) was determined for all Milestone TUs.
Those TUs providing a value equal to or greater than 11.55 (98% believability
determined as described below) were evaluated by hierarchical clustering
using Spotfire Decision Site ver. 7.2. Results shown here were obtained by
UPGMA clustering using Pearson’s correlation as the similarity measure and
average value as ordering function. Data were normalized both with respect to
the number of 3# ESTs sampled in a given library and the number of total 3#
ESTs within a TU. For each library and each TU, an initially normalized value,
Ii,j, was calculated as:
Ii;j 5 55; 723Ci;j =Li Cj ;
where 55,723 is the total number of 3# ESTs, Li is the number of 3# ESTs in the
ith library (Table II), Ci,j is the number of 3# ESTs from the ith library in the jth
TU, and Cj is the total number of 3# ESTs in the jth TU. Fully normalized
values, Ni,j, were calculated as:
m

Ni;j 5 Ii;j = + Ii;j ;
i51

where m is the number of cDNA libraries. Hence, the expression level, Ni,j,
among libraries for every TU is expressed on a scale of 0 to 1. Expression
identical to that for the average across all libraries is either 1/12 5 0.0833 (Fig.
7) or 1/9 5 0.111 (Fig. 8).
The relationship between the R statistic and the likelihood that expression
of a given TU differs significantly from the null hypothesis of uniform
expression across all libraries was determined following the suggestion of
Stekel et al. (2000). This determination was done by creating 1,000 randomized
data sets from the experimental data set evaluated here. The R statistic for
every TU was then determined for each of the 1,000 randomized data sets in
order to identify the number of false positives as a function of R. A believability index was calculated as:
ðE2FÞ=E;
where E is the number of TUs in the experimental data set with an R value
equal to or greater than a specified value, and F is the mean number of TUs
from 1,000 randomized data sets identified as false positives (Table III).
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Quantitative RT-PCR
Quantitative RT-PCR was performed as described by Salzman et al. (2005).
RNA was isolated from aerial portions of 5-d-old dark-grown seedlings,
8-d-old light-grown seedlings, and 8-d-old light-grown seedlings treated
with 125 mM ABA for 27 h.

Data Access
ESTs have been deposited in GenBank. Accession numbers and associated
laboratory sequence names are available in comma-delimited format in
Supplemental Tables III (DG1, DSAF1, DSBF1, EM1, FM1), IV (IP1, LG1,
OV1, OV2, PI1), and V (PIC1, RHIZ1, RHIZ2, WS1). Sequences can also be
viewed at and downloaded from http://fungen.org/Sorghum.htm and
http://cggc.agtec.uga.edu/cggc. The EST clustering analysis can be explored
at http://fungen.org/Sorghum.htm. At this URL, JavaServer Pages and a pair
of Java graphical user interfaces delivered by Java Web Start provide query
access to an Oracle database containing all of the sorghum data reported here
(Cordonnier-Pratt et al., 2004). JavaServer Pages provide drill-down access to
sequences and include direct links to corresponding GenBank accessions and,
where available, to locations on the rice (Oryza sativa) genome at Gramene.
MAGIC Sequence Viewer provides graphical access to all sequences, including display of phred quality scores for individual base calls, and the
ability to download sequences as fasta files, trimmed and reverse complemented as desired. MAGIC Gene Discovery displays color-coded expression
profiles of TUs, provides a variety of query and filter functions for retrieving TUs meeting predefined criteria, displays contig alignments, revealing
discrepancies between individual sequences and the consensus (Supplemental Fig. 3), lists all sequences in a TU, displays a wide range of information returned from BLAST to PIR-NREF and other databases, including
the alignments themselves (Supplemental Fig. 2), and permits downloading in fasta format the complete set of TU consensus sequences. Clones
are distributed as described at http://fungen.org/Projects/Sorghum/
Clonerequests.htm.
Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data
libraries under the accession numbers that are provided in Supplemental
Tables III to V.
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